American Revolution Project

Due Date:

Please be creative!! I will usually allow for almost any type of project/idea as long as you clear it with me first! If you are enthusiastic about your project, you’ll likely get a lot more learning out of it and enjoyment.

Suggested options:

GREEN LEVEL
1) Famous person project – This is an individual project....see sheet with assignment directions
2) Famous Battle report – This is an individual project in which you must explain all important facts about this battle and why you chose it
3) PowerPoint with 8 slides of information and pictures on a topic about the War....see me before typing so I can approve it.
4) Prezi - 1-2 students with 8 slides of information and pictures on a topic about the War....see me before typing so I can approve it.

BLUE LEVEL
1) Newspaper activity – This can be 1-3 people......see sheet with directions......essentially you make a newspaper with articles that YOU INVENT that might have been written during this time. You can do an interview with Ben Franklin, George Washington, Benedict Arnold, Thomas Jefferson or anyone from this era.........You can make a word search or crossword or comic as a real newspaper might have had
2) Animoto- A cool way of presenting using pictures, limited writing and music (1-2 people)
3) A monument/ statue project ......design a monument about the American Revolution and write a 1 page placard explaining why this monument or statue is important (Valley Forge Park has tons of these)
4) Top Ten project - (1-3 students) Take a category, (example: top 10 generals or top 10 women of the Revolution or 10 most important battles........each page MUST be typed and include a paragraph description and picture of the subject)
   a. (5 pics can be downloaded, but 5 must be illustrated by students)
5) Prezi - 1-2 students with 12 or more slides of information and pictures on a topic about the War, must also imbed a video clip....see me before typing so I can approve it.

BLACK LEVEL
1) Moviemaker – 2-4 students........write and record a 3 minute minimum skit, play, reenactment, song or crash course/history channel type of documentary
2) Liberty Theme Park- 1-4 students........see directions sheet
3) Live Play, reenactment, presentation, 2-4 students........ write and present a 3 minute minimum skit, play, reenactment, song or crash course/history channel type of documentary
4) Prezi - 1-2 students with 17 or more slides of information and pictures on a topic about the War, must also imbed at least 2 video clips....see me before typing so I can approve it.

**Of course there are other options not listed. Please see me with ideas. I will allow for a limited number of dioramas with certain requirements like a writing piece that must be included. I also have and will show many examples of these projects.